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Introduction 

 

Sharon Hunter:  

Hello, good evening everyone, and thank you for joining us here on our first webinar for the fall of 

2021 entering class. This evening, we're going to talk about the transformational student experience, 

and our First Year Village. First of all, my name is Sharon Hunter, and I am the Coordinator of Parent 

and Family programs here at Western Kentucky University. Thank you so much for signing up for this 

webinar. 

 

Most of you signed up through the portal, and a shameless plug here as host, we want you to 

continue to look to the portal as your source for information, we will be providing information for 

prospective families, as we journey toward that first day of classes. Enough about parent family 

programs.  

 



Now, I'm going to toss the mic to my colleague Blair Jensen, and she will start your journey toward 

Living Learning programs. 

 

 

 

 

Blair Jensen: 

 Wonderful! Thank you, Sharon. As Sharon mentioned, my name is Blair Jensen, I am an Assistant 

Director for Housing and Residence Life here at WKU, And I'm honored this evening to have the 

opportunity to talk with you a little bit about Living Learning Programs and our First Year Village. 

Now, I am joined this evening by several esteemed colleagues, many of whom are working behind the 

scenes to ensure a smooth experience for everybody, but I do want to take a moment just to 

recognize them and thank them for all of their hard work, setting up tonight's webinar. So, the first 

person I'm going to mention is Cierra Waller. Cierra Waller is an Assistant Director in the Center for 

Innovative Teaching and Learning. Cierra and I work very closely together. She represents many of our 

academic partners and works directly with our Faculty Fellows, which you'll learn a lot more about 

here in just a few minutes. 

 

I'm also joined by my colleague Kirsten Hooks and who is the Program Specialist for Living Learning 

Programs in the Department of Housing in Residence Life. 

 

And my colleague Katie Corbin, who's our Marketing Coordinator in Housing and Residence Life. 

 

So all of these individuals have worked tirelessly over the past several days and weeks, preparing for 

tonight's presentation, and we're really excited to go ahead and get started. 

 

So now that you know who all of all of us are, and we're going to go ahead and talk a little bit more 

about Living Learning Programs. We have a couple of goals for our time together this evening, and 

you can see, obviously our first goal is to talk a little bit about what a Living Learning Program truly is 

to talk about the impact of Living Learning Programs on the student experience, and to talk about the 

benefits, not just students participating in these programs, but what the benefits are for their long-

term success here at WKU. We will also talk a little bit about the First Year Village. I know we've gotten 

several questions about 

the First Year Village and about Normal and Regents halls, so we'll actually take a virtual tour of 

Normal Hall, a little bit later in the presentation. We'll do a brief overview of our living learning 

programs, talking about both our academic-based communities and our interest-based communities. 

We’ll then talk a little bit about how to go about applying for campus housing and indicating interest 

in one of these special Living Learning Programs, and then we'll leave several minutes at the end of 



the presentation to address any questions that you may have about living learning programs the 

application process, or the assignments process.  

 

So, what I will do is I will encourage you to utilize the Q&A function as part of this webinar tonight, if 

there are questions that come to mind as we make our way through the presentation, please enter 

your questions into the Q&A, it's a little bit easier for us to track your questions and our responses, 

using that function, then by using the chat function, so be sure to submit your questions through 

Q&A, and we'll do our best to address them as timely as possible. But remember, we will have a few 

minutes at the end of the presentation to address to address questions as well. 

 

Okay, great. so that's what we're going to be talking about this evening.  

 

 

What is a Living Learning Programs 

 

The first thing we're going to start talking about is what is really a Living Learning Program. So I want 

to share with you our definition of a Living Learning Program. In a Living Learning Program, students 

with similar academic or social interests, live together on a residence hall floor or within a significant 

pod, as part of our new residence halls, and they participate in activities that are tailored to their 

specific majors, or their interests. So students that shared common interest or a common academic 

major are housed together on a residence hall floor or within a pod within our two brand new 

facilities in the First Year Village so that's what a Living Learning Program is. But what you might be 

more interested in hearing about is why, why are they so important. 

 

 

Benefits of Living Learning Programs 

 

What is the impact of a Living Learning Program on a student's long-term success at WKU? Why are 

we focusing so many, so much of our energy and resources on building these types of programs for 

your students? So we want to talk a little bit about that as well. 

 

I'm going to share some statistics with you actually, because back in 2004, there was a study that was 

conducted - the national study of living learning programs, and it was funded by the National Science 

Foundation, the Association of College and University Housing Officers International, and the Student 

Affairs Administrators and Higher Education, Housing Officers International, and the Student Affairs 

Administrators and Higher Education. So these are funded by kind of top names in the field of higher 

education backing this study, and the instrument was developed in 2003, it was piloted on four 

campuses initially and then in spring of 2004 was administered to undergraduates at 34 institutions in 

the United States, and as part of that survey they got over 24,000 responses from students. And what 



they found in the survey is that students who live in living learning programs like the ones I just 

described, applied more critical thinking skills, they took advantage of opportunities to apply 

knowledge in new settings. You know we talked about WKU being an applied research institution, 

right, taking what you're learning in the classroom and applying it in real life scenarios. Living 

Learning Programs provide students with that unique opportunity to learn alongside each other and 

then apply what they're learning outside of the classroom. 

 

The students also expressed more commitment to civic engagement, and they felt that they made a 

smoother transition to college, both academically and socially. 

 

Now, those that were participating in the study were actually followed up with three years later so 

when they were graduating their institutions of higher education, and what the principal investigators 

found for this study is that even a one-year Living Learning Program experience was found to 

generate lasting effects for students. Students that have lived in LLP their first year had higher levels 

of academic self-confidence, they were more likely to be mentors for other students, and they were 

more committed to civic engagement, even three years later. So, we know that participating in a 

Living Learning Program means a lot for your students experience here on the Hill. 

 

We also know the students that participate in living learning programs persist at higher rates, they 

return to their second year on the Hill at higher rates, and they are retained and graduate at higher 

rates than students that don't participate in such programs. So these programs mean a lot for your 

students experience while they're here, and a lot for their success, once they've left WKU, and 

graduated and moved on to serve our communities. 

 

So that's a little bit about what a Living Learning Program is and about the benefits to participating.  

 

Now a couple other things that are important to note about a Living Learning Program, there is no 

additional cost to your students to participate in these programs. It's all completely free, it's included 

in their housing fee. There's no additional cost to your families, for your students participate in these 

programs. 

 

Additionally, students that are part of an LLP benefit from priority housing so what that really means 

is that your students are going to receive their housing assignments before any other students on 

campus. So you can see that students that indicate interest in the community and are actually 

admitted to a living learning program will begin receiving your housing assignments here, next 

month. So literally in just a couple of weeks, students participating in LLPs will start receiving their 

housing assignments for the upcoming academic year. 

 



Now we also know students participating in these programs benefit from opportunities to connect 

with students that share similar interests, which means a lot for students initial social transition to 

college. 

It takes an institution of WKU about 20,000 students and boils it down to a smaller group of 25 to 50, 

right, it helps students find their people, a little bit easier, and make college a little less intimidating 

right so it just provides a smaller cohort of students and allows them to connect socially from with 

one another.  

 

We also know another benefit is the students have the opportunity to really succeed academically, 

and our academic living learning programs, students are going to be enrolled up to two linked 

courses that are going to count toward their majors, or are their general education courses. Taking 

those two linked courses, they're interacting with faculty on a nearly daily basis, those interactions can 

lead to longer term connections, mentoring type relationships, that could result in increased exposure 

to internships, undergraduate research opportunities, scholarships co-ops or job shadowing 

opportunities in the future. 

So students that participate in these communities that have the opportunity to connect with WKU 

faculty staff and administrators outside of the classroom as well. 

 

These communities are really intended to help our students chart their course at WKU, right, to hone 

in on that major selection to engage, and experiences that are going to further them in their 

academic career here on the Hill, so you can see lots of the benefits listed there.  

 

The other thing I want to make sure I mentioned is the students participating in these programs, not 

only do they get priority housing, they also get priority registration. So, what that means is that 

students that have committed to participating and participate in the Living Learning Program will 

actually have their course schedules for the upcoming fall semester created in early April, 

so they're going to be automatically signed to the courses that they need to take to fully participate in 

the program. So those are some of the benefits to participating in a Living Learning Program here at 

WKU. 

 

 

First Year Village 

 

Now the next thing we're to talk about is the First Year Village. So, I want to take a moment to pull up 

and explain and really clarify what we mean when we say the “First Year Village.” 

 

So you've heard undoubtedly a lot about our two brand new residence halls that are slated to open 

fall of 2021. Those halls being Normal Hall and Regents Hall, located on the south end of campus. 

These two residence halls are really meant to serve as the gateway to the First Year Village on the 



south end of our campus. So when we say the “First Year Village,” it's not just these two brand new 

residence halls, it's really the entire south end of our campus.  

 

Now the majority of our living learning programs will be housed in Normal and Regents Halls, but 

several of them are going to be housed in other residence halls within the First Year Village on the 

south end of campus. 

 

So what these two brand new residence halls are allowing us to do is to completely transform the 

south end of our campus. These Living Learning Programs will be unlike anything that WKU has ever 

seen. When we talk about a truly transformational experience for your students. Wow, this is really it, 

that's what the First Year Village affords us the opportunity to do. It's a better way for us to serve your 

students and to foster their academic success while they're here. 

 

So as I mentioned, the First Year Village encompasses the entire south end of our campus. It includes 

Normal and Regents Halls, and you could also see on the screen here this is probably my favorite part 

of the First Year Village is everything that is currently a parking lot. So right now the PFT parking lot is 

located kind of in this space in between the buildings, but everything that is that parking lot is going 

to be transformed into this idyllic park-like setting.So you can see there on the screen and aerial 

rendering of what that green space is going to look like. So just imagine large open spans of grass 

places for students to hang out to put up their hammocks. We're looking to install some swings 

where students can convene and just hang out, and you can also see toward the kind of north part of 

that park, that kind of green space that will actually be an outdoor amphitheater that will allow us to 

have outdoor performances and outdoor movies and have lecturers come to campus, and and 

performances take place and concerts. So really think about the south end of campuses being a real 

village with places for students to go for things for them to do, and things for them to see. So 

everything that a student can be looking to experience during their first year at WKU will take place, 

just outside their door to their residence hall. 

 

Now I want to mention that there are kind of these public spaces and both Normal Hall and Regents 

Hall. And so these two facilities have on their first floor spaces that are accessible by any student at 

WKU so students can access our public classroom spaces, our faculty office spaces, and also the 

dining option that will be located in Regents Hall, without having to be a resident of Regents or of 

Normal Hall, so any student at WKU, particularly those students living in the First Year Village will 

have access to those public spaces, and both of those two brand new residence halls. 

 

Now we know there's several dining options, and we mentioned the one that will be located in 

Regents Hall, but there are others located in the First Year Village as well, including the Den by 

Denny's. My favorite thing to get at the Den is the chocolate chip milkshake. That's my favorite thing. 

That's what I go there for, I would like to say that I only go there like maybe once a month, but it 



might be more like once a week, but it's a good thing I have to walk down the hill and walk back up, 

so it's all good. Right. But the Denny's, the Den by Denny’s is the super fun they have lots of great 

food. 

 

And there's also a “Pit Stop” convenience store, the students can access when they need to run out 

and grab a quick bite or quick drink on their way up the Hill. So, there's dining options available in the 

First Year Village, and then we know that all of our communities will be housed in the First Year 

Village. So the next thing is actually going to be a tour of Normal Hall.  

 

So if you have not yet had an opportunity to view our kind of virtual tour or video. Now is your 

chance. 

So, Enjoy the video. 

 

Watch the Video 

 

 

Academic-Based Living Learning Programs 

 

Cierra Waller: 

Hello. My name is Cierra Waller, and I will be talking about our academic living learning communities. 

And so I'll go ahead and get started here. 

 

Our academic Living Learning Communities are one type of the LLP that we offer here at WKU. We 

refer to our academic Living Learning Programs as “communities,” so LLC, because they require that 

you have linked courses each semester connected to that student’s major or academic interest, 

leading into the major. 

 

All of our programs feature components of faculty mentorship, peer engagement experiential 

learning opportunities inside and outside the classroom. And new this year, each LLC will be 

coordinated by a faculty fellow from the discipline, providing students with an immediate opportunity 

to connect with faculty teaching the courses as well as in their home academic units. 

 

So in the next few slides we will explore our 13 academic LLCs, and they will be organized by 

academic college. We will also highlight a few of our academic LLC, that are interdisciplinary, meaning 

that the programs are open to students from a variety of majors that are leaning towards or 

interested in the academic area, or even our exploratory and undeclared students. You'll see these 

programs listed under more than one college. 

 

https://youtu.be/zdGX7HhgAhM


So we'll go right into our College of Health and Human Services. In this college we have three 

communities. The first being Exercise Science. This program is open to students majoring in exercise 

science with the pre-admission major courses including the introductory Exercise Science course and 

their suggested colonnade courses. These courses meet the pre-admission requirements for the 

major. Some things about the programming, students will have the opportunity to participate in 

hands on things like educational exercise sessions and hear from guest speakers and other 

professions among the other things. 

 

In our nursing program, this LLC is actually limited to pre-nursing students, so you'd have to have a 

major and nursing with that pre-admission, and it's filling up pretty fast, so we do want you if you're 

interested to go ahead and apply. Students will take their set of major and Colonnade courses 

required for all pre-admission students, but they have the added benefit of peer networking, selective 

tutoring, mentoring and strategic programming for those students who enter the nursing program at 

WKU. 

 

Lastly, for our College of Health and Human Services, we have a new program, sustainability and you 

will see that that's one of our interdisciplinary programs. Sustainability has three pillars: environment, 

social equity, and economics of civility. This means that it's a topic that can relate to students from a 

number of backgrounds, from public health and social work, which are in the College of Health and 

Human Services, to the sciences, thinking about geography and environmental studies and more. The 

required course is  geography, which counts as the science with the lab requirement, that class is a 

course that will complete that science requirement for any major. The cool thing about that program 

is that participants will have the opportunity to work alongside our WKU Office of Sustainability, so 

we're really excited for that program. 

 

Our next college is the College of Business. The College of Business has one LLC, and that is 

designed for all of our business majors. So it's designed for first year students that are business-

minded, that have a declared major in the College of Business are also that have an interest in the 

Business College, so you can be exploratory within the college and have that that interest in business 

as well and participate. The community support students towards that successful academic and 

eventual business career. Students will have the opportunity to participate in business workshops, 

networking opportunities, interact with faculty and have the opportunity to participate in some 

business related-excursions. Courses in this program are Finances 161, our introductory business 

course, and our Computer Information Literacy course. All of these courses are required courses for 

admission for any of the business majors. So it's a great program for all of our business students and 

we hope that you definitely apply for that LLC. 

 

Next, we have our Ogden College of Science and Engineering, and we have programs in 

Agriculture, which fosters peer networking and academic success for freshmen who are interested in 



majoring in agriculture at WKU. Students will take introductory adjunct agricultural classes and they'll 

have the opportunity to participate in hands-on experience in the field of agriculture, including 

excursions to the WKU Ag farm, among other things.  

 

New this year we have our SEAS LLC, which is an acronym for the School of Engineering and 

Applied Sciences. The cool thing about this program is It introduces the idea of a meta major in 

engineering so it applies to nine of our academic programs in the SEAS department, and that covers 

Architectural Science, Civil Engineering, Construction Management, Computer Information 

Technology, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, and Engineering Technology Management, 

Manufacturing, Engineering Technology and Mechanical Engineering. All the participants in the LLC 

will take a joint SEAS 175 class, and this class will apply for all of those majors and expose students to 

the many and varied connections among engineering majors and professions. The second course will 

apply to their particular major that they have declared. Or for students that are listed as exploratory or 

undeclared within the College of Science and Engineering program we will include networking and 

connecting with current students, in addition to professional student professionals in the field. 

 

Also we have our Forensic Science program that is new this year. This is another one of those 

interdisciplinary programs. Forensic Science is open to students who have a passion for the field of 

study where science and the legal system meet, such as forensics related professions or law 

enforcement courts medical examiner. This program is ideal for forensic related disciplines such as 

biology and chemistry which are housed in the College of Science and Engineering, and also 

psychological sciences, in addition to psychology. Some activities include learning about forensic 

science outside of the classroom, like touring climate crime labs and witnessing forensic trial 

testimonies. That sounds pretty cool, and courses in this LLC, satisfies colonnade general education 

requirements for all of those majors, and of course you'll also see that we have listed there again 

sustainability. That is also open to our science majors interested in environmental studies geography 

and geology, among others. 

 

Our next college is the College of Education and Behavioral Sciences. The first LLC that we have 

there is our Education “Top of the Class” LLC. This LLC is designed for future teachers, so first year 

students enrolled in the School of Teacher Education. All students majoring in education are welcome, 

including Elementary Education, Special Education, Middle Grades, or Secondary Education. While the 

preference is for those majors, students with the concentration and teacher certification and other 

disciplines are welcome. So if you are pursuing music education or arts at our other education, social 

social studies, those kind of programs, you're also able to participate in the Education “Top of Class” 

LLC. So if you want to know more about that, definitely get in contact with us if you're unsure about 

whether or not your program fits in that that LLC. 

 



Again you'll see there that we have Forensic Science. That's also open to our psychology students 

that are part of the College of Education and behavioral science as part of psychology, we have a 

concentration in forensic psychology, which is amazing, and some of our students don't know that 

coming into the college, coming into WKU, but you can look at the idea forensics from that 

psychological perspective. 

 

We also have new this year, Leadership and Communications. And it's also one of our 

interdisciplinary programs. This program is open for students that are interested in being a leader and 

improving your leadership and communication skills. So, it's really open to any student that have been 

in leadership roles in your high schools. It doesn't matter what major you come from, it's open to any 

major, including Organizational Leadership, which is housed in the College of Education and 

Behavioral Sciences, among other programs like communication, advertising, PR, undeclared majors, 

this is a really good program for general undeclared and exploratory students that are looking to find 

a home, an LLC, and our living learning programs. Students will earn six hours of Colonnade credit for 

their first semester, including our Leadership 200 course and COM 145 which is required for all of our 

students entering WKU. The cool thing about those courses are, if you take those courses, that gives 

you six hours towards the needed 12 hours for a Certificate in Organizational Leadership, and also six 

hours of the 18 hours required for a Certificate in Workplace Communication, which is awesome. 

Programming will include opportunities to connect with peers, faculty, staff, and alumni leaders across 

WKU, including our own President Caboni. He will be serving as a faculty affiliate in our Leadership 

and Communication LLC, so we're excited to have him on board with us this year.  

 

Lastly, in that college we have PSYCH, which is “Psychology Students Yearning to Climb Higher.” This 

is open to students with the declared major in psychology. Students will take classes and Math 183, 

which is our Introduction Statistics course, and also Developmental Psychology. It's suggested for 

students to have Psychology 100 credit but if you do not, you are still eligible to participate in this 

LLC, you can take PSYCH 100 alongside those classes. Programming will include thinking about the 

ins and outs of someone with a  psychology major, and also thinking about the career fields that 

relate to psychology, which is very important for our students to kind of begin with the end in mind, 

thinking about the careers that connect to the programs that they have an interest in, and thinking 

about those transferable skill sets that you gain from psychology that go across career fields. 

 

Lastly, in our colleges, we have the Potter College of Arts and Letters. And in that college, we have 

Citizenship and Social Justice. This LLC is great for students interested in social justice and eager to 

become more politically engaged and have a better understanding of the democratic process. It is 

open to a number of majors, sociology, political science, even history, english, and pre-law is great for 

this, so if you're thinking about law school and you have an interest in social justice. This is a great LLC 

for you. Courses include our Intro to Social Justice course and Political Science 110, which are both 

Colonnade classes and count for any of those majors that I just stated a few seconds ago. And 



courses also count towards nine of the 21 hours designed for Certificate in Citizenship and Social 

Justice, and if I haven't mentioned that before, Certificates can be added onto any WKU major 

program here, so that's something to also kind of be thinking about. Programming will include talks 

with social justice advocates from organizations such as BGPeace, Kentuckians for the 

Commonwealth, as well as the opportunity to work closely with political campaigns and the American 

Democracy Project. 

 

Another LLC in Potter College is the Criminology LLC. This LLC is designed for students who are 

interested in professions in criminology, law enforcement, courts, corrections, victim advocacy, 

juvenile justice, so kind of thinking about that, criminal justice aspect and then just the general study 

of crime. Students in this program will take CRIM 101 and CRIM 234. These are courses that count 

towards a criminology major but also count towards colonnade. This program is also designed for 

students that are interested in pre-law as well, so if you're interested in pre-law and looking more 

towards the crime aspect, the study of crime, and criminal justice, you might want to consider 

participating in the Criminology LLC. Programming will include criminal justice agents from law 

enforcement, victim advocacy, drug abuse intervention, and more. They'll also take some excursions 

to correctional institutions, intervention centers, and courtroom proceedings, pandemic protected. So 

in the event of that, we will of course have those restrictions. A lot of these excursions may be virtual 

in nature, where we'll have kind of bringing guest speakers virtually through zoom and other avenues. 

 

New this year we have our School of Media and Journalism LLC. This LLC is open for students in the 

fields of journalism, photojournalism, and broadcasting, and also students that are interested in 

exploring a journalism major. The courses include the introductory courses, School of Media 101 and 

102, which are required for all three of those majors. Some cool things that they're working on are 

hands-on activities and work in media so you get to work with some really cool equipment and get an 

good exposure to disciplines and opportunities and professions within the School of Media. 

 

And lastly there we have listed again our Leadership and Communication LLC, for programs and 

partner college this LLC is actually open to just about any major in Potter College that you don't 

necessarily have a home for so you can also think about those other majors, English, folk studies, 

anthropology, etc. There's quite a number of those programs that would fit nicely with the Leadership 

and Communication LLC. 

 

And I know I kind of went very fast on highlighting those programs, however, all of these programs 

are listed on the WKU HRL living learning programs website. towards the bottom of the screen, you'll 

see where it separated with our academic-base and interest-based LLCs. All of them have a drop 

down function where 

https://www.wku.edu/housing/communities


you can see the information for everything that I just said, including the interest, the courses and 

more information, so please feel free to look at that website for information, and we will also answer 

questions at the end. 

 

I'm going to turn it over to my colleague, Blair Jensen, and she's going to speak to us about our 

interest based programs. 

 

 

Interest-Based Living Learning Programs 

 

Blair Jensen: 

Thank you so much, Cierra. So ,I really want to reiterate on something that Cierra mentioned. If you 

don't see your major represented and one of the communities that we just mentioned, I want you to 

know that there is a place for you in the Living Learning Program at WKU. I want to encourage you to 

consider the two interdisciplinary communities that Cierra talked about, so that would be specifically 

with our Sustainability 

Living Learning Community, and then also with our Leadership and Communication Living Learning 

Community. Those are some really great options for students who might not have a major that's 

represented in one of the other communities, so I highly want to encourage you to check those out. 

and as she mentioned, we have a full listing of eligibility for each of these communities on the Living 

Learning Programs website. 

 

So you'll find the link to the living learning programs website in the chat. So feel free pull that up, click 

that link peruse the communities that Cierra mentioned, and then also take a moment to take a peek 

at our interest-based Living Learning Programs. Some to talk about those here, I’m going to spend 

just a few minutes talking about those interest-based communities. 

 

Now as Cierra mentioned, kind of the biggest differentiation between an academic-based living 

learning community, and an interest-based Living Learning Program is that in that academic-based 

community you are required to enroll into linked courses. So you're living together and you're taking 

classes together. 

So there's a great benefit to participating in an academic community, right, imagine the benefit, 

you're living in a pod and the new residence hall, you're taking classes together, you're living together 

you have a built-in peer study group literally down the hallway, right? If you have a class project, 

maybe there's a group project you're working on, a big test, or a big lab that you're working toward, 

you have a built-in cohort of students you can go to. If you have questions or concerns, then 

additionally you have that great pod lounge right there in that pod-space, you have a place to 

convene to work on your projects to do some group study, right? So there's a lot of great benefit to 

participating in an academic-based community.  



 

There are also some great benefits to participating in an interest-based community. You're going to 

be housed with other students that share common interests. So it's going to help you make some 

social connections a little bit easier. Right off the bat, right, as I mentioned earlier it takes the WKU 

20,000 and boils it down to 25 to 50 students. 

 

Now all of the academic-based communities are going to be housed in Normal and Regents halls, our 

interest-based living learning programs are housed in other residence halls in the First Year Village. 

We're going to talk about one in particular here in just a moment that is not in the First Year Village, 

but the majority of them are in the First Year Village, so they're all going to be in residence halls on 

the south end of our campus adjacent to Normal and Regents Halls, and remember that you don't 

have to live in Normal and Regents to have access to those public spaces to those classrooms to that 

dining location, you can have access to that regardless of where you end up living on campus. 

 

Let’s talk a little bit more specifically about this interest-based living learning programs. Remember, 

you have a shared common interest, you're living together. Now some of these programs will have 

courses that students may take together.  

 

So for example, for Chinese flagship, you typically take Chinese Flagship 101 or 102, I'm sure you'd 

be taking those classes together, but they aren't necessarily linked courses, and I believe it's only one 

per semester. Now Chinese flagship, in order to participate in that Living Learning Program, you have 

to be admitted to the Chinese Flagship program, and that will be housed in Minton Hall. So Minton 

Hall is a coed community style residence hall. It's coed by floor, it's a floor of men, and a floor of 

women kind of stacked on top of each other, and Minton Hall is pretty centrally located on campus. 

It’s directly across from the Downing Student Union, and very close to the Mahurin Honors College 

and International Center. So, Chinese flagship as an option for students participating in the Chinese 

flagship program at WKU.  

 

Global Living is an interest-based community. That community will be housed in Rodes Harlin Hall. 

So, this is great for students that are interested in international affairs, and perhaps are coming in as a 

modern language major, so French, German, Chinese any of those other languages. It's a great option 

for them. It provides the opportunity for domestic students to live with international students, and 

really participate in an international exchange to learn about cultures different from their own and to 

gain new perspectives 

and expand their horizons. So that's a great benefit to participating in the Global Living living learning 

program. I believe students participating in the global living LLP will be enrolled in an IPS course 

together, and obviously the benefit from programming this really tailored to their specific interests. 

 



We also have our ISEC Academy. ISEC stands for the Intercultural Student Engagement Center. ISEC 

Academy students participating in the academy have the opportunity to live in the Living Learning 

Program. This community will be housed in Hugh Poland Hall. So students have the opportunity to 

reside in the residence hall together and then also participate in these programs together. 

 

We're also going to be offering our LGBT Stonewall Suites living learning program that will be 

housed in Meredith Hall. Meredith Hall is a suite style residence hall. So in a suite style residence hall, 

there are two double occupancy rooms that are connected by a shared bathroom space. So those 

four students living in that suite share that common bathroom. It is gender inclusive housing. 

Students can opt in to participate in our Stonewall Suites LLP on their housing application. 

 

We also have our ROTC living learning program, so students participating in the Army ROTC program 

here at WKU can participate in this LLP. It will be housed in Zacharias Hall, and it's kind of the brother 

building to Meredith Hall so it is also suite style, two double occupancy rooms connected by shared 

bathroom space. A really great opportunity afforded to students in the ROTC LLP is that we are 

inviting returning students to participate in that community as well, so there will be upperclassmen 

living in the LLP with incoming first year students incoming first year cadets for ROTC, so they're really 

working to form intentional mentoring relationships, there's a strong mentor, peer mentorship 

program that will be part of that LLP. So we're really excited to be having them in Zacharias Hall. 

 

And then lastly, we have our Transfer Living Learning Program, which will be housed in Meredith Hall 

as well so that's a suite style building so students that are coming into WKU as transfer students are 

invited to participate in that community so they will reside with other transfer students at WKU. 

 

So as I mentioned at the beginning of this slide. If you don't see your specific major listed as a unique 

or an individual Living Learning Community, please know that there is an LLP for you. Take a look at 

those interdisciplinary communities, and consider joining an interest-based Living Learning Program. 

 

 

How to Join a Living Learning Program 

 

 So you might be wondering how do I go about joining, right, this sounds great, how do we indicate 

interest what's my next step? Well, the next thing for you to do is to go ahead and apply for campus 

housing. 

Now the easiest way to apply for campus housing is online through the WKU housing portal. You can 

see the link up on your screen right now that www.wku.edu/housing/apply . 

 

Now when you click that link, you're going to be prompted to login with your net ID and password. 

Once you log in, you'll be able to submit your housing application. 

http://www.wku.edu/housing/apply


There are step by step instructions on how to apply for campus housing on the WKU housing website 

so if you get stuck, that's a great resource. So the first step is to apply for campus housing. When you 

begin your housing application, one of the first things you're going to see is the opportunity to 

indicate interest in a living learning program. So right off the bat, you can indicate up to two living 

learning programs, so you're interested in joining and actually going to put them in rank order so 

your first preference and then your second preference right so you can list them up to two and put 

them in rank order on your housing application.  

 

Now once you've indicated interest in the community, you're going to be sent to a page to submit 

some responses to some additional application questions, primarily we want to know why you're 

interested in 

joining the community, and that helps us in our selection process reaching out to students that have 

indicated initial interest and actually admit them to our living learning programs. 

 

Then we're going to ask you some additional follow up application questions, then you continue 

through the housing application process right you'll continue answering questions, then you'll submit 

your housing deposit, remember you've got that $150 housing deposit, it's just like a deposit you'd 

put down on a rental property in the community, it’s a safety and security deposit, a one-time fee 

stays on file with your student as long as they're living on campus with us. Once your student moves 

off-campus at the end of their sophomore year, graduates, whatever the case may be, providing that 

they're creating damages to their housing space, you get that $150 deposit back, but you will be 

required to submit that deposit 

at the time of application. Your application won't be complete without that deposit, so you need to 

apply and submit your deposit at the same time for your actual application to be complete in our 

system. 

 

So once that housing application is complete, you've indicated interest in a community, the next thing 

that's going to happen is you're going to start receiving emails and outreach from us at Housing & 

Residence Life. 

So that could be an email sent to your preferred email address. It could be a phone call from one of 

my BFFs, Kirsten. It could be a text message from Kirsten, but we're going to reach out to you, and 

we're going to say “hey you told us you're interested in this community,” and go ahead and get you 

signed up if that's something that you would like to do. So be on the lookout once you've applied for 

your LLP, applied for housing, we're going to be contacting you to follow up on your indicated 

interest. 

 

Once you're selected into a Living Learning Program, a couple of things are going to happen. We are 

going to send you a follow up email that's going to direct you to log back into the housing portal to 

complete your learning contract. And what you're learning contract does is it just finalizes your 



commitment to the Living Learning Program, and it allows us to do two things. It allows us to go 

ahead and assign you to bed space in your specific Living Learning Program, and register you for any 

specific courses linked to your community, if necessary. Wo we're going to follow up on your 

application, make sure you don't have any additional questions, we're going to offer you a bed space 

in the community to accept it, you're going to go back into 

the portal right and complete your learning contract and that's going to go ahead and allow us to 

assign you to that space and register you for the appropriate courses. 

 

So that's a little bit about the process. Now you're going to see here that we have a housing priority 

deadline of March 31, and there's no reason to wait until March 31 to apply for campus housing. 

In fact, if you've already been admitted to WKU you can go ahead and apply for campus housing. 

 

So, we want to encourage you to apply early, and that just kind of speeds up our process on the LLP 

side, but it's also going to allow us to just go ahead and assign when we can as early as we can so you 

can get notification of that of that housing assignment as early in the process as possible.  

 

You see that housing priority deadline of March 31. If you have already applied for campus housing 

and didn't indicate interest in an LLP, but you would like to now go back into your application, you 

can do that, you can do that all the way up until the beginning of April. So if you already applied for 

campus housing and you're just now learning about a Living Learning Program, or perhaps you 

weren't sure about it but after attending the webinar you're thinking, “Oh, this might be a really great 

opportunity for me,” or “I didn't really understand what Forensic Science was really about so now that 

you've clarified that I think I'm really interested in that community.” If you'd like to go back into the 

housing portal and indicate interest in an LLP, you can do that. All you need to do is log back into the 

WKU housing portal, you're going to click the same link, apply for campus housing, it will take you 

back through the pages to apply for campus housing. So on the page that's designated specifically for 

living learning programs, you can change and update those preferences, so you can add a community 

you can change a community, right, you can do that at any time, all the way up until the beginning of 

April.  

 

So if you didn't get a chance to indicate interest and now you want to, you can do that by going back 

into the housing application and indicating interest there. 

 

Also if you have questions or concerns you can always contact our office. Rest assured at the end of 

our webinar today you'll be presented with our contact information, should you have any additional 

follow up questions from our time together today. So that's a little bit about how to apply.  

 

 

Roommates 



 

I know that there were lots of questions about living learning program roommates so that's kind of 

what we're going to talk about next. So you're going to see next on the screen, some information 

about living learning program roommates, you're going to see that all LLP students are required to 

live with another student within their living learning program. So what that means is if I come in as a 

business student, and I'm planning to live in the business LLP, but my best friend from high school, 

who's also coming to WKU was planning to participate in the leadership and communication LLP, 

what that means is we have an important conversation to take place. We're not going to be able to be 

housed in the same LLP as a roommate pairing because we have two different LLP that we want to 

join. 

 

So we have a couple of things we can do. We can either identify and LLP that appeals to both of us, 

and change our LLP preference so that we can be house together as a roommate pair in the same LLP, 

or we can choose to remain in our LPs and be assigned a roommate, and that assignment process 

come with a couple of different ways so we're going to talk about that in just a second right but we 

have two options. 

We can either select a new LLP that allows us to be in the same program, and be a roommate pair 

together, or we can remain in our LLP and and get a roommate assigned to us within our LLP, because 

we have those two options to consider. 

 

So when you're at that crossroads, it's going to force a conversation between you and that preferred 

roommate. What's more important? To be together as a roommate pair or to be in that specific Living 

Learning Program? 

 

Okay, so I want to be very clear about that. So students, all students are required to live with another 

student within their LLP, but there are a couple of things that we try to do on the front end to 

facilitate that process. So when you apply for campus housing, and you indicate interest in an LLP 

what our system does on the back end, is it puts a little code on you. It puts a little profile code on 

you, which allows you when you get to the roommate selection pages in the housing application to 

look for other students that are within your LLP. So it allows you to see other incoming students that 

have applied for campus housing and expressed interest in the same LLP that you have. So you can 

actually kind of filter through those possible incoming students possible roommate pairs, by looking 

at those that are specifically interested in your LLP so we try to do that on the front end to help 

facilitate the roommate selection process. 

 

Additionally, within your LLP, when you apply for campus housing, we're going to ask you a series of 

questions about your lifestyle. We're going to ask you, you know, what does clean really mean to you? 

We're going to ask, are you more of a night owl or are you more of an early riser. What kind of music 

do you like to listen to? We're going to try to use the responses to those questions to pair you with 



another incoming student within your LLP that has similar responses, right, because we want to set 

you up for successful roommate relationship, we want to put you together with another student, with 

whom you're going to be most compatible because we know that that roommate pairing it causes a 

lot of anxiety for incoming students, and we really want to set them up for success we want your 

transition to WKU to be a smooth and seamless, and it's positive and experience as possible. 

 

So those are two things we do on the front end, right, you can search for a student that's coming into 

WKU that has expressed interest in the same LLP that you have, or if there's not another student that 

you see that you'd like to indicate as a roommate preference, we will work to assign you a roommate 

within your LLP that has similar responses to those questions, and with whom you would be 

compatible. 

 

Our system is really cool actually, I like to refer to it as eHarmony for roommates. But what our system 

does is it actually gives us a percentage match. So, the system will look at your responses to those 

questions and say hey Blair, you're 60% capacity compatible or 100% compatible with Katie, we think 

you'd be a great roommate pair, and then Katie and I can start messaging each other and then decide 

if we really want to you know make it real and commit. And then we can select each other's 

roommates and then the system will house us together.  

 

Right, so just know that we're committed to helping ensure that positive experience and we want to 

set you up for successful roommate relationship, any way that we can. 

 

So hopefully that addresses all of our questions, tied to roommates within living learning programs. 

 

 

Questions & Answers 

 

I think the last thing that we're going to do this evening is transition to our Q&A session, right 

Kirsten? 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

That is correct. Hello, good evening everyone, as Blair introduced me, my name is Kirsten Hooks, I 

serve as our Program Specialist for Living Learning Programs. We have made an effort to answer your 

questions in the chat throughout the evening. However, we do have a few we wanted to answer as a 

group. So I'm going to ask Blair and Cierra to kind of serve as my panelists to be able to answer these 

questions. Feel free to continue to put questions in the chat, we are receiving them live so we can 

continue to answer them for us. 

 



So our first question, Blair if you could answer this for us, It was specifically asking “will the SEAS 

community e coed?” And then in turn could you answer “will all of our living learning programs 

be coed as well.” 

 

Blair Jensen: 

Excellent question. So specifically, we'll talk about SEAS first. So yes, SEAS is a coed Living Learning 

Community. That will be housed in Regents Hall. And so if you'll recall in a pod style residence hall. 

What that means is that we have those 12 double occupancy rooms that are housed together in one 

pod. So there are 24 students plus, and are a mix for a group of 25. The SEAS community actually has 

three pods of students for a grand total of 72 participants that will be both male and female. Now 

what that means is that depending on the distribution, so depending on the number of females, 

compared with the number of male students depending on the ratio. It could be that one whole pod 

is female, and the other two are all female or more likely what will happen is that there will be a 

certain number of female bed spaces within each of those three pods. So each pod itself would be 

coed. 

 

Now remember that it's, it's double occupancy rooms, right, and they're in one pod so it's a pod of 

25, remember that there are two community style bathrooms and each pod, one that would be 

gendered for female and one that we've gendered for male in a coed pod situation. And there are 

also two private bathrooms and each pod as well. And really what that does is it gives us a lot of 

flexibility in terms of how we gender a pod. So that's a really long answer to a very short question, but 

yes the SEAS LLC will be coed. All of our LPs coed be coed, but because not all of our living learning 

programs are housed in the pod style buildings in Normal and Regents halls, their makeup might be a 

little bit different. 

 

So for example, if you're participating in the ROTC Living Learning Program and in Zacharias Hall, 

remember that's a suite style building. So, there would be the same gender rooms so a female room 

and a female room connected together, sharing a bathroom. 

 

So we wouldn't put a male double occupancy room with a female double occupancy room sharing a 

bathroom, they would be gendered. 

Now the only exception is that is that we have gender inclusive housing in our Stonewall Suites living 

learning program. And so that's a little bit different. That means that students of any gender can be 

housed together, knowing that they would be sharing those bedroom spaces and then also those 

bathroom spaces, and students opt in and choose to participate in that program and live in that 

environment. 

 

Similarly, I already mentioned Minton Hall housing our Chinese flagship and Rodes Harlin Hall 

housing our Global Living LLP, and then additionally ISEC will be housed in Poland. Those are 



community style halls, they are coed but it's coed by floor. So the whole floor of men, whole floor of 

women stacked on top of each other. 

 

So hopefully that clarifies what we mean when we say yes to all be coed but kind of in different ways. 

Please feel free to check out the housing website for more information about those specific 

communities and the residence halls in which they'll be housed. 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Thank you, Blair. Actually I have another question for you, Blair. Would you mind recapping and re-

clarifying when students will receive their LLP bed assignments? 

 

Blair Jensen: 

Excellent. So for students that have already indicated interest in a Living Learning Program, and have 

applied for campus housing, as of March 15, our goal is to get you assigned on that first week in April, 

so it would be early April, that you would start receiving your assignment, if you've applied for 

campus housing and submitted your deposit by March 15. So we want to encourage you if you 

haven't yet applied for housing to go ahead and do that. Go ahead, submit that deposit, that's going 

to allow us to go ahead and assign you to a bed space in the community. So we'll start that process 

we've applied by March 15, we're going to work really hard to get you assigned that first week in 

April, and that's also around the time that you'll be pre-registered for your courses. 

 

So by the time you participate in your TOP, your top orientation program, you’ll actually already have 

your housing assignment, and your priority registration completed. 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Thank you. Another housing question. Are you required to participate in the living learning 

community to be able to live in Normal or Regents Hall?  

 

Blair Jensen: 

As we've mentioned a couple of times the majority of our living learning programs will be housed in 

Normal and Regents Halls. That being said, there is a very small number of students that will not be 

participating in the LLP that could be housed in Normal and Regents. So there are some bad spaces 

available that are not tied to a specific Living Learning Program, and that will be assigned to students 

that are interested in the pod style residence hall, but not participating in a living learning program. 

So yes, it's possible that you could be housed in Normal and Regents and not being an LLP, but not 

likely. So your best chance to get into those two residence halls is by participating in one of our living 

learning programs. 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 



Cierra could you clarify the class registration process and how that aligns with our Topper 

Orientation Program? 

 

Cierra Waller: 

Yes, so I will be happy to. to answer that question.So for the Topper Orientation Program, all of our 

students are pre-registered in classes, prior to their to date, and they're given access to that schedule 

at their TOP Topper Orientation Program date. 

 

However, at TOP they're able to make changes to their schedule. So let's say if they have, they decide 

to change their major, or if there's a class that they already have credit for they are allowed to make 

changes at top part of the benefit of course being in a LLC or an LLP is that you will be a part of that 

first group that's pre-register for classes so you will have access to that schedule ahead of your TOP 

date to be able to view the classes that you're in, with your LLC, and the other three classes that 

you've been registered in for your full semester. You'll have the opportunity to view that. But you 

won't have the opportunity to make any changes, until your actual TOP date. So I hope that answers 

that question but I'm happy to go further if needed. 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Cierra, would you be able to answer the question, is there an LLC associated with the Honors 

Program? 

 

Cierra Waller: 

I am so glad that this question was asked because I failed to mention that. Honors students that are 

coming into WKU that are not participating in any of the other LLPs that we mentioned will be housed 

in a Living Learning Program in Minton Hall. So all students participating in the Honors College are 

actually required to take honors 251 Citizen and Self. So students that are not participating in another 

LLP, but are in Honors will be in the Honors Living Learning Program in Minton, they will take that 

course together, either their fall or spring semester, and they'll also benefit from tailored 

programming, and that is planned, facilitated and implemented by our partners within the Mahurin 

Honors College. 

 

So yes, there is an Honors Living Learning Program available to incoming Honors students that are 

not participating in another LLP. Thank you so much for answering for asking that question, it was a 

good one. 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Thank you, Cierra. Could you answer the question, what LLC do you recommend for a pre-dental 

hygiene major? 

 



Cierra Waller: 

So for students who would be interested in pre-dental hygiene, you could honestly look at one of the 

interdisciplinary programs, whether that's Leadership and Communication, Sustainability, or any of the 

interest-based LLPs, kind of as Blair suggested earlier. Just because you don't necessarily see that 

major to LLC linked on our website or that exact kind of this major, this LLC is for this major, you can 

always look into our interest-based or interdisciplinary programs. A lot of our pre-major majors that 

we have, you're taking a lot of Colonnade courses your first semester and your second semester, so 

you really aren't taking your major classes so that gives you some flexibility and thinking about the 

LLC that you choose, because the classes that you'll take are going to count for your colonnade 

requirements either way, so that's why we kind of keep circling back to Leadership and 

Communication and Sustainability, because with those classes all students are required to take those, 

so that's a good program to think about. Leadership 200 applies to a lot of different programs, it's 

also one of our Social and Behavioral Colonnade requirements that students can take. As they think 

about sustainability, you're taking the science class. And so, for all students at WKU you're required to 

take two science classes, a science that has a lab component and then a science and a different 

subject field. That's more of your lecture style so that really gives flexibility to those pre-admission 

programs like pre-dental hygiene, that you can really choose the program that you have an interest 

in, or is interdisciplinary in nature. 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Blair, would you mind answering the question, if a student is only interested in one Living Learning 

Program, are they required to preference two on their housing application? 

 

Blair Jensen: 

No, you're not required to preference two them, so if you want to lock into one community there's 

only one that you're interested in, go ahead and indicate that preference on your housing application, 

you do not have to select two in order to be considered. 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Thank you. Cierra, would you mind sharing the answer to this question: how will students’ AP test 

affects their registration for their courses as they're coming in throughout May? 

 

Cierra Waller: 

So of course, we know our students are still actively taking advanced placement tests. And a lot of 

those scores won't be kind of finalized until like May and June, we do strongly encourage your 

students to send in those official scores from advanced placement into our office of admissions, as 

soon as possible. Once those scores are received, we have our academic advisors, that will make the 

necessary changes. However, prior to that, if you have a student that knows they're taking an AP exam 



for a course that they hope to get credit in. please let your advisor know that at TOP. We're happy to 

make those changes, if it's a class that is one of the required or suggested classes as part of your LLC. 

 

You can also contact that faculty fellow and we'll have that information up in the next few weeks to let 

them know, hey, I already have credit for Psychology 100, how does this impact the classes that I'm 

taking, am I still be able to take part of this LLC, and in most cases that answer will be yes. And those 

programs they would just put you in the next edition of that class that's required for the major. 

 

So again, I'm going to use that example of Psychology 100. If you are a major in psychology 100 and 

you receive AP credit for Psychology 100, well, the great thing is, that's one of the things that that LLC 

actually prefers that you have. So that puts you nicely in line to take the next class that's available for 

any of those classes. if you're anticipating having any advanced placement scores and classes, please 

let our advisors know. 

 

You can also feel free to let us know and then LLP email as well, so that we can be watching for that 

and kind of be prepared for that ahead of that to date, and be able to discuss those things with you. 

(llp@wku.edu)  

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Thank you Cierra. We are quickly running out of questions. So I did want to throw out one more call 

for questions. If you have a question you would like answered, please throw it in the chat now, we'll 

give a second for responses to come in so that Blair and Cierra can answer those questions. 

 

Cierra Waller: 

I think there were kind of some lingering questions about the advanced placement. And yes, you can 

definitely discuss that with your AC DC advisors and program faculty now. Just in general if you're 

unsure, you can always email the LLP email address and I'd be happy to work with Kristen to forward 

that to me and I'd be happy to answer that for you. The earlier we know that information, the better. 

And I, and I also kind of skipped what is an ACDC advisor. So ACDC, and I'm sorry we throw out 

these acronyms without addressing what they are better, is the Advising and Career Development 

Center. So, each student will have an academic advisor. That academic advisor will help them curate 

their classes schedules for their major throughout their time here at wku. So, ACDC is our centralized 

office that has our professional advising staff, they are the ones that coordinate our Topper 

Orientation Programs, and they work very closely with your students looking at a CTC scores for 

placement course placement so that's only relevant for like math and English and those kind of 

things. They also look at your AP credit. They look to see what your major is and then from that 

they're able to develop a class schedule based on your academic area of interest your LLC, and that 

the credit that you're already bringing in and they work very closely they're very accessible to 
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our students to make those changes to the schedules and to also kind of make sure that your 

students are in the classes that they need to graduate in the four years that we suggest for WKU. 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Thank you, Cierra. Blair, we have a question about when will final decisions for LLPs be sent out, 

and when will students be notified on those decisions? 

 

Blair Jensen: 

Great question. So we are preparing to send out another round of admittance, letters, emails to 

incoming students who have indicated interest in a community within the next week. So for students 

that have applied for campus housing by March 15, you can expect to hear something from us, by the 

end of next week, March 19. And remember that will most likely be an email communication that will 

be encouraging you to log back into the housing portal to complete your learning contract to finalize 

your commitment to the community so that we can go ahead and assign you to a bed space in your 

community. Now I would encourage you if you haven't heard from us, and you were expecting to, 

please reach back out to us, please email us at llp@wku.edu , or give us a call. We'd be happy to 

address your question if it's a little bit more specific. 

If you were expecting to hear something and hadn't, we're planning to send out an additional round 

of admittance letters and emails to our students in the next week in advance of the priority housing 

deadline. 

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Thank you. Blair. Cierra, we have a couple questions here, so I wanted to round out you know maybe 

even maybe the kind of adjacent question to that is, how will I know when I've been assigned to a 

bed space?  

 

Blair Jensen: 

How that works is that once you've been assigned to a bed space, you're going to receive an email 

from housing that will direct you to log back into the portal to view your assignment. So when you 

log back into the portal, you'll actually be able to view your assignment, which will include your hall 

room assignment, as well as your roommate pairing. So once you've been assigned you'll also receive 

notification from our office.  

 

Kirsten Hooks: 

Cierra, we have a few questions about the role of an academic advisor how it's determined and 

how a student knows who their academic advisor is so sure I'd be happy to answer those 

questions. 

 

Cierra Waller: 
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So your academic advisor is determined by your selected major coming into WKU. So those are 

automatically assigned by a professional staff member, or a faculty advisor. That is the specialist, so to 

speak in your area, you will find out who your academic advisor is for sure once you come for your 

Topper Orientation Program. We kind of like to wait to make those assignments until you have 

officially decided to become a Hilltopper by signing up for those WKU classes, so if you have not 

already I will plug TOP, Topper Orientation Program is live for you to register – www.wku.edu/top - so 

if you have not already please, please, please sign up for TOP. 

 

But those assignments are made by your major and if you are exploratory or undeclared, you are still 

assigned an academic advisor, we have a unit for our general exploratory students and they are 

assigned to a professional staff advisor that kind of helps them think through their major options 

based on the interest and things that they start out and let their advisor know and top. 

 

So, coming to TOP, all of our professional staff advisors and faculty advisors will be present, and 

they'll begin to let you know then who your assigned advisor is. 

 

I know we saw there was a question in there about an engineering that they've already been talking 

to someone, more than likely it's one of the advisors and the engineering program. We also have 

what's called faculty mentors. So your first year you're assigned to more of your staff advisors and are 

assigned staff and faculty advisors for that unit. However, you do have what's called a faculty mentor 

and that places you with a faculty member in your academic area of interest so that you can be began 

having those connections with faculty member, that are inside your academic college and your 

academic major. 

 

Kirsten Hooks 

Thank you Cierra. And our last class question, Blair, what happens after a student finishes their 

freshman year, does their program continue on into their second, third, fourth year? 

 

Blair Jensen: 

Wonderful question. So as I kind of alluded to a little bit earlier in the presentation, there are a couple 

of living learning programs that are open to returning students at WKU. Currently those include ISEC 

second year LLP and the ROTC living learning program. So students that participated in the ISEC 

Academy program their first year have the opportunity to return and participate in it as a second year 

cohort.  

 

ROTC is another one of those communities that is open to returning students, as well as our Stonewall 

Suites Living Learning Program. So those are three right off the bat that are open to returning 

students at WKU. It is our hope after a number of successful years with our first-year student living 

learning programs will be able to build upon that strong foundation and offer a second year 
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experience so offer returning students the opportunity to engage in a living learning program as a 

second year as a sophomore even, or junior year student. 

 

So currently there are limited opportunities for returning students, but we're hoping in the coming 

years that we will expand our offerings and allow our returning students to continue to participate in 

these programs that we know means so much to their success at WKU. 

 

I want to thank you so much for your participation in this evening’s webinar. You have asked some 

really excellent questions, and we are so excited that we had the opportunity to address them live, or 

even in our Q&A function. 

 

Now if there are questions that are still kind of lingering to you or that come to mind after we close 

out our webinar this evening, I want to encourage you to send us an email at llp@wku.edu. Feel free 

to email us, whatever that question may be, we will be sure to get that email to the appropriate 

person.  

 

I want to share this little tidbit with you. To date, we have placed over 300 students, we’ve offered 

over 300 students opportunities to participate in these Living Learning Programs. If you haven’t 

indicated interest in an LLP, we want to encourage you to apply soon so we can make sure we have a 

place for you.  

 

So, with that being said, once again thank you for your participation. As always, Go Tops! 
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